Abstract. A Halin graph is a graph obtained from a plane tree by running a cycle through its leaf vertices in the order they are encountered along a counterclockwise pre-order traversal. Using a vectorized production matrix, we give a matrix formula for the partitioned genus polynomial of any cubic Halin graph and for the genus polynomial as well. We prove log-concavity of the genus polynomial and of the partitioned genus polynomials for several sequences of cubic Halin graphs, which serves as further support of the conjecture that the genus polynomial of every graph is logconcave.
where g i (G) counts the cellular imbeddings of G in the closed orientable surface S i of genus i. The genus polynomial g G (z) of G is the generating function Σg i (G)z i .
To understand the derivation of genus distributions, we must understand how adding an edge to a graph G affects the genus distribution and its properties. Adding an edge between two 2-valent vertices having a common neighbor is one of the simplest versions of this situation. In this paper, we are within a context for this kind of edge-adding in which the graph G to be modified is from a family of known genus distribution. One way of looking at the two other families of Halin graphs, beyond Ringel ladders, for which we derive genus polynomials and prove their log-concavity, is that each of the graphs in these other families is obtained by adding a single edge to a Ringel ladder.
Section 1 reviews the quadrangulation of plane cubic Halin graphs, from [Gr13] . Section 2 shows how they fit with the subsequently invented construct [GMT13] called a vectorized production matrix. In Section 3, we prove that the cubic Halin graphs can be counted with Catalan numbers. The genus polynomials of some infinite sequences of Halin graphs are derived in Section 4. They are proved to be log-concave in Section 5. Moreover, we show that the partitioned genus polynomials of the graphs in that sequence are log-concave, which supports a secondary log-concavity conjecture. In Section 6, we give a few research problems concerned with extending these results.
Quadrangulation of cubic Halin graphs
An algorithm is given by [Gr13] for calculating the genus distribution of a cubic Halin graph G, which is specified as the 1-skeleton of a 2-complex K on the plane disk D bounded by the outer cycle of G. We construe the graph G to be colored black. We give a 3-step process for constructing a 3-colorable quadrangulation of the 2-complex K.
Step 1. In each cycle edge of the Halin graph, insert a red midpoint. This is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Step 2. Join each red vertex v to all of the non-leaf vertices on the boundary of the face on whose boundary v lies, as shown in Figure 2 . 
VP-matrix for the π-merge operation
In this section, we reinterpret the genus distribution algorithm of [Gr13] for a cubic Halin graph, in terms of a vectorized production matrix (abbr. vp-matrix ), a new construct introduced by [GMT13] . Some familiarity with partitioned genus distributions and productions, which are constructs introduced in [GKP10] , [PKG10] , [KPG10] , and [Gr11a] , is assumed. (A completely general version of these constructs is developed in [Gr14] .) 2.1. Partials for cubic Halin graphs. For a doubly vertex-rooted cubic Halin graph (G, u, v) , with the roots u and v inserted at the midpoints of adjacent edges, we split g i (G) into six partials. Here is what they count: dd i : Each of the roots u and v lies on two distinct fb-walks. One and only one of these fb-walks traverses both roots. dd i : Each of the roots u and v lies on two distinct fb-walks. Both of these fb-walks traverse both roots. ds i : Root u lies on two distinct fb-walks. One of these fb-walks traverses root v twice. sd : Root v lies on two distinct fb-walks. One of these fb-walks traverses root u twice. ss 
2.2.
Productions for a π-merge. We regard the quadrangles of our decomposition of the 2-complex K as atomic fragments, to be reassembled into K itself. During the reassembly, we calculate the partitioned genus distributions of the larger fragments that we construct by iterative mergers, until we have obtained the genus distribution of the entire Halin graph G.
We merge three fragments at a time, always ordered so that the third fragment is a designated quadrangle Q ∼ = K 4 − e with four root-vertices. Envisioning this configuration as a small pie cut into three slices, we call such a 3-fragment merger a π-merge (2.1) ((A, r, s), (B, t, r ), (Q, s , t , p, q)) −→ (X, p, q)
as illustrated in Figure 5 .
We observe the following properties of a π-merge operation (2.1).
(1) The fragments (A, r, s), (B, t, r ), and (Q, s , t , p, q) are arranged counterclockwise.
(2) The root-mergers are r * r , s * s , and t * t . (3) The vertices p, w, and q lie in counterclockwise order on the resulting fragment (X, p, q).
2.3. Vectorized production matrices. When calculating the partitioned genus distribution of a recursively specified sequence of graphs
by iterative application of a fixed graph operation, one can either apply a list of productions representing the effect of that graph operation, or one can combine the productions into an ordinary production matrix, whose application to the pgd-vector of the graph G n yields the pgd-vector of the graph G n+1 . Assuming that the components of the pgd-vector are polynomials in an indeterminate z, the components of the (ordinary) production matrix are polynomials in z.
By way of contrast, a graph operation f that combines two graphs G and H into a graph J can be represented by a vectorized production matrix (abbr. vp-matrix ) M f that is applied to the respective pgd-vectors X G and X H so that (2.2)
The algebraic objects here have the following properties:
(1) X G and X H are row-vectors of polynomials in z.
(2) Each entry of the matrix M f is a row-vector of polynomials in z. (3) X J is a row-vector of polynomials in z.
Theorem 2.1. The π-merge operation of [Gr13] corresponds to the following vectorized production matrix:
M π = Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.3 of [Gr13] , where all 36 productions are listed. Theorem 4.3 of [Gr13] lists the productions for all 36 (= 6 × 6) ordered pairs of partials.
In the vp-matrix M π , each entry has the same algebraic type as the pgd-vectors to which it is to be applied. For a π-merge, each of the six coordinates corresponds to the partial genus polynomials for that category. We now define six elementary pgd-vectors: 
In what follows, we abbreviate the pgd-vector of a quadrangular fragment as
We abbreviate the matrix M π as M . When we first π-merge three quadrangles at vertex z into a 3-wheel, the combined fragment has the pgd-vector
Remark. In general, when we apply the π-merge operation, we mention two fragments (the two explicit operands) in counterclockwise order. The third fragment must always be a quadrangle. The virtual roots always lie on the boundary of whatever quadrangle is the third fragment of the π-merge.
Pgd-Vectors of Cubic Halin Graphs
In this section, we establish a bijective correspondence between cubic Halin graphs and rooted binary trees. We also derive the matrix formula for calculating the partitioned genus polynomials and the genus polynomial of any cubic Halin graph. A quadrangulated cubic Halin graph is shown in Figure 6 . The five thicker edges in Figure 6 and the vertices at which they are incident form the inner tree. The pentagonal vertex on the outer cycle is called the anchor. The two hollow vertices on the outer cycle are the virtual roots. The one that occurs immediately before the anchor in a counterclockwise traversal of the outer cycle is regarded as the first root of the Halin graph. We regard the interior vertex that is adjacent to the anchor as the root of the inner tree.
Proposition 3.1. The inner tree of a cubic Halin graph is a rooted binary tree.
Proof. We assign an ordering to the neighbors of the root by proceeding counterclockwise from the anchor vertex. At any vertex of the inner tree with two children in the inner tree), the ordering of the children is induced by proceeding counterclockwise from the parent node.
A vertex with only one child in the inner tree has its third neighbor on the outer cycle. If the edge to this outer cycle vertex precedes the child in the inner tree, then that child is a right-child. Otherwise, it is a left-child. Of course, a vertex with no chidden in the inner tree is a leaf-node of the binary tree.
Theorem 3.2. The cubic Halin graphs are in bijective correspondence with the rooted binary trees.
Proof. An empty inner tree for a Halin graph corresponds to the notion of an empty binary tree that lets us say the there is one binary tree with no vertices, corresponding to the Catalan number c 0 = 1. Our model for such a Halin graph is a circle with a diameter. One endpoint of the diameter is the anchor. Since the other endpoint is on the circle, the inner tree is empty
The rooted binary tree corresponding to any given cubic Halin graph is the inner tree, as per Proposition 3.1. Conversely, let T be a rooted binary tree. Draw a circle around it, without touching the tree T , place an anchor node on that circle, and draw an edge joining the root r of the tree with the anchor node. If the root r has only one child v (in the inner tree), then draw an edge to a new node w on the circle so that tree-node v precedes cycle-node w at root r if v is a left-child of r, and so that tree-node v follows cycle-node w if v is a right-child.
We proceed breadth-first in tree T as we join some of its vertices to new vertices on the circle. Thus, when we arrive at any particular vertex u, we have already fully installed its parent. The rules for drawing leaf-edges from vertex u to new vertices on the circle depend on the number of children of vertex u, which can be 0, 1, or 2.
(0) Install two consecutive vertices on the arc of the circle that is accessible to vertex u without crossing any edges. (1) If u is a left-child of its parent, then draw an edge from u to a new vertex on the circle, so that the new edge follows the edge from u to its child. Otherwise, draw an edge from u to a new vertex on the circle so that the new edge precedes the edge to the child of u. It is clear that the resulting graph is a cubic Halin graph.
Corollary 3.3. The number of cubic Halin graphs with n vertices in its inner tree is the Catalan number c n .
♦
We now give a recursive algorithm for calculating the pgd-vector of a cubic Halin graph that is the union of a tree T with a cycle C, installed in the plane so that C is the outer cycle. We are proceeding with a pre-order traversal of the binary tree (not just the inner tree).
(0) Start at root vertex of the inner tree.
(1) If the left-child is on the cycle C, then record the row-vector A from Equation (2.4). Otherwise, inside a pair of parentheses, record the pgd-vector of the cubic Halin graph for which that leftchild is root of the inner tree.
(2) Record the vp-matrix M from Theorem 2.1. (3) If the right-child is on the cycle C, then record the column vector A t . Otherwise, after a left parenthesis, record the pgd-vector of the cubic Halin graph or which that right-child is root of the inner tree, followed by ) t , that is, a right parenthesis and then a transpose notation.
WIth pgd-vectors A and Y defined by Equations (2.4) and (2.5), the matrix formula for the pgdvector of the Halin graph of Figure 6 is
Either matrix formula yields the following genus polynomial:
2 + 286z + 6912z 2 + 31968z 3 + 26368z 4 .
Log-concavity results for cubic Halin graphs
We now consider some special sequences of cubic Halin graphs whose genus polynomials are provably log-concave. For this purpose, we rewrite the vp-matrix M of Theorem 2.1 in the form From the quadrangulation in Figure 7 (b), we see that the pgd-vectors of the corresponding infinite sequence of Halin graphs (i.e., the Ringel ladders) are of the form
where A = (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2z), as in Equation (2.4).
4.2.
A second family of cubic Halin graphs. We now seek an explicit general formula for the pdg-vectors of various infinite sequence of cubic Halin graphs exemplified by Figure 8 (a). The general pattern of each of these infinite sequences is that there is a rectangularized cycle with a subdivided horizontal diameter. From each interior vertex v of this diameter, there is a tree, all of whose leaves (other than v) lie on the arc above the diameter. Each sequence is characterized by a fixed finite sequence of trees at the right, after which (proceeding leftward), all the remaining trees have only one edge.
(a)
... ...
... In order to find such a formula, we define the following recurrence:
where A = (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2z). If we denote the j th coordinate of the vector F n (z) by F (j) n , we see from (4.2) that the coordinates F (j) n satisfy the following recurrence system:
with the initial conditions (from (4.3)) F (j) 1
= v j for all j = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
Remark. The following theorem and corollary hold with v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 6 equal to arbitrary functions of z.
Theorem 4.1. For n ≥ 2, the vector
and
Proof. We define the generating functions
n t n , for j = 1, 2, . . . , 6. By multiplying the recurrence system above by t n , next summing over n ≥ 2, and then solving for F (j) (t), we obtain that
Using the fact that Chebyshev polynomials U n (x) of the second kind have the generating function 1 1−2xt+t 2 , we obtain the conclusion. 
Moreover, for n ≥ 2, the polynomial g n is given by
.
We are now ready to give applications of Corollary 4.2.
Example 4.1. Ringel ladders are illustrated by Figure 7 . We apply Corollary 4.2 with F 1 (z) = (v 1 , . . . , v 6 ) = (2, 0, 0, . . . , 2z) = A (see (2.4)), which gives
Thus, the coefficient of z j in g n is given by
This formula is consistent with Theorem 5.2 of [GMTW13b] . 
= 2((1 + 20z), 2z(1 + 4z), 6z(1 + 4z), 6z(1 + 4z), 16z 2 , z(1 + 20z)), which gives
Thus, by (4.4) we establish that the coefficient of z j in g n is given by
Example 4.3. The sequence of cubic Halin graphs depicted in Figure 9 has
... ... Applying Corollary 4.2 gives
Example 4.4. For the following vectors F 1 (z), by using similar techniques as in above examples, ones can get explicit formula for the genus polynomials, and prove they are log-concave polynomials:
Log-concavity
In this final section, we provide a procedure via Theorem 5.1 to prove that the genus polynomials of our example sequences and similar sequences of cub is Halin graphs are log-concave. Note that most of the steps of Theorem 5.1 require the help of a mathematical programming system (such as Maple or Mathematica).
Theorem 5.1. Let n ≥ n 0 and let j = j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . , n−m 2 , where n 0 and m are any constants with n 0 ≥ m. Assume that the function p n (j) can be written as a sum
where a ( ) n (j) is a polynomial in n and j, for = 0, 1, . . . , r, such that (i) There exist constants m > 0 and q > 0 with m < m and t n−sj ≥ q(n − sj), for all j = j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . , n−m 2 and n > n 0 ; (ii) For all = r, r − 1, . . . , 1, for all j = j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . , n−m 2 , and for n > n 0 , the polynomial
is non-negative; (iii) For all j = j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . , n−m 2 and for n > n 0 , the polynomial
and n > n 0 .
Proof. Let j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . ,
and n > n 0 . Then, by (i) and (ii) we have
. . .
n ≥ 0, which completes the proof.
In what follows, we use this theorem to prove the log-concavity of the sequence of Halin graphs corresponding to Figure 8 . Proof. Let g n (j) be defined as in (4.6). By direct calculations, with the help of a mathematical programming sytem, we can see that the function g n (j) can be expressed as
2 . Fix n 0 = 6. (It is not hard to see that g n (z) is a log-concave polynomial, for n = 0, 1, . . . , n 0 − 1). Note that 
which shows that g n (j) ≥ 0, for all j = 0,
2 , where n ≥ n 0 . Thus, it remains to show that p n (j) ≥ 0 for all n ≥ n 0 and j = j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . , n−m 2 , where j 0 = 1 and m = 2. With the help of a mathematical programming system, we have
Note that each coefficient (n − 2j) k in c n (j) is non-negative (to see this, only we expand it as Taylor series at j = 1) for all j = j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . , n−m 2 and n ≥ n 0 , which implies that c n (j) ≥ 0. By considering the polynomial b n (j) = b n (j) + 2c n (j)(n − 2j), we can write Note that each coefficient (n − 1 − 2j) k in b n (j) is non-negative (to see this, we need only expand it as a Taylor series at j = 1) for all j = j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . , n−m 2 and n ≥ n 0 , which implies that b n (j) ≥ 0. By considering the polynomial b n (j) = a n (j) + 2b n (j)(n − 2j) + 4c n (j)(n − 2j) 2 we can write Note that each coefficient (n − 2 − 2j) k in b n (j) is non-negative. To see this, we expand it as a Taylor series at j = 1, for all j = j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . , n−m 2 and n ≥ n 0 , which implies that b n (j) ≥ 0. Therefore, by Theorem 5.1, the polynomial g n (j) ≥ 0 for all j = j 0 , j 0 + 1, . . . , n−m 2 and n ≥ 6. It follows that the polynomial g n (z) is log-concave. Proof. Proof that the cubic Halin graph sequence of Example 4.3 has log-concave genus polynomials is given in Appendix A. Proofs of log-concavity for Example 4.4 are similar.
Conclusions and conjectures
We have seen here how the use of vectorized production matrices, which were introduced in [GMT13] for calculating genus distributions of graphs that are ring-like in structure, enables us to give formulas and to prove log-concavity for genus distributions of various infinite sequences of cubic Halin graphs. In the course of this, we have established a bijective correspondence between rooted cubic Halin graphs and rooted binary trees.
Like iterated claws [GMTW13a] , Ringel ladders [GMTW13b] , and bar-rings [GMT13] of copies of K 4 , all of which have previously been proved to have log-concave genus distributions, Halin graphs have treewidth 3. However, whereas these previously investigated families of graphs are linear or ring-like in structure, Halin graphs are tree-like in structure, which is a fully general kind of structure.
We conclude with two conjectures regarding the log-concavity of the genus distributions of several infinite sequences of cubic Halin graphs. Of course, both conjectures are true if the general conjecture that all graphs have log-concave genus polynomials is true.
Conjecture 6.1. Consider the sequence of cubic Halin graphs with genus polynomial formulas given by the recursion (4.2) with initial condition (4.3). Extend Examples 4.1-4.4 by showing that the genus polynomial F n (z) is log-concave for any initial pgd-vector F 1 (z).
It is not hard to extend Theorem 4.1 and its proof for other sequences of cubic Halin graphs. Here, let us give one more example. We define the following recurrence: P n (z) = (P n−1 )M Y t , (6.1) P 1 (z) = (v 1 , . . . , v 6 ). (6.2) If we denote the j th coordinate of the vector P n (z) by P (j) n , we see from (6.1) that the coordinates P = v j for all j = 1, 2, . . . , 6. Again, note that the above recurrences system holds with v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 6 equal to arbitrary functions of z. By similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we establish that the generating function G(t) = n≥1 6 j=1 P (j) n t n is given by Q(t) = Q (t)t 2z(1 − (1 + 20z)t − 16z(1 − 8z)t 2 + 64z 2 (1 − 4z)t 3 )(1 − 2(1 + 8z)t − 32z(1 − 2z)t 2 ) , (6.3) where Q (t) = 2z
vi − z(5 + 53z + 12z
2 )v1 + 2z(1 + 22z)(v2 + v3) − 2z(1 − 24z)v4 − 2z(5 − 28z)v5 − (1 + 13z − 60z 2 )v6 t + 2 z(1 − 9z + 314z 2 − 152z 3 )v1 − 2z(1 + 18z − 96z 2 )v2 − 14z 2 (1 − 12z)v3 − 2z(3 + 32z − 112z 2 )v4 − 2z(3 + 64z − 144z 2 )v5 − (1 + 15z + 190z 2 − 360z 3 )v6 t 2 + 32z 2z(1 + 11z − 69z 2 + 44z 3 )v1 − z(1 − 27z + 52z 2 )v2 + 2z 2 (2 − 16z)v3 − z(5 − 39z + 60z 2 )v4 − 2z(3 − 30z + 40z 2 )v5 − 2(1 + 7z − 63z 2 + 68z 3 )v6 t 3 − 128z 2 z(−3 + 47z − 138z 2 + 88z 3 )v1 − 2z(1 − 4z)(2 − 3z)(v2 + v4) + 2z 2 (1 − 4z)v3 − 2z(1 − 4z)(3 − 4z)v5
Conjecture 6.2. We define the polynomial q n (z) to be the coefficient of t n in the generating function Q(t) = n≥1 q n (z)t n , for Q(t) as in (6.3). Then the genus polynomials for the sequence of cubic Halin graphs with genus polynomial q n (z) are log-concave for any initial vector P 1 (z) = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 6 ).
For example, if P 1 (z) = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 6 ) = A = (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2z), then Q(t) is the generating function for the genus polynomial (((AM Y t )M Y t ) · · · M Y t )M Y t , which is given by 2t((1 + z) − 2(1 + 10z + 12z 2 )t − 4z(3 + 4z)(2 − 13z)t 2 + 64z 2 (2 − 3z − 12z 2 )t 3 − 256z 4 (1 − 4z)t 4 )
(1 − (1 + 20z)t − 16z(1 − 8z)t 2 + 64z 2 (1 − 4z)t 3 )(1 − 2(1 + 8z)t − 32z(1 − 2z)t 2 ) .
This genus polynomial corresponds to the sequence of cubic Halin graphs illustrated in Figure 10 . 
